Slow dynamics and aging in a constrained diffusion model.
We carry out a complete analysis of the schematic diffusive model recently introduced for the description of supercooled liquids and glassy systems above the glass temperature. The model is described by a trivial equilibrium measure and the presence of kinetics constraints is mimicked through a rapidly decreasing mobility at high particle density. The governing equation describing a sudden quench process is investigated analytically in a mean field approach and by means of numerical simulations. For deep quenches a long lasting off-equilibrium dynamics is observed in dense systems before equilibration is achieved, where time translational invariance lacks and the system ages. The kinetics is slow in this time domain since the average particle diffusivity D decreases in time, as opposed to the standard diffusion case of a constant D, that is recovered only in equilibrium. The autocorrelation function decays slower than an exponential, falling in mean field as an enhanced power law. The linear response function is computed and the modalities of the break-down of the fluctuation dissipation theorem are analytically investigated, showing that an effective temperature can be defined which slowly approaches the bath temperature from above.